
What Is It?
PC Matic delivers the most comprehensive computer security currently available. Using our proprietary global whitelist 
technology SuperShield, we are able to reactively and proactively block more threats than any competitor with a 
solution that is 100% developed and supported in the USA.

How Do We Stand Out?
> PC Matic offers consumers the ability to take advantage of the best 

security approach available, normally reserved for businesses with a 
full IT staff. 

> PC Matic not only provides the best security with our whitelisting 
approach, it includes patch management, computer maintenance,  
and traditional anti-malware protection and cleaning.

> Our dedicated malware research team looks at every unknown  
sample seen by our customers and returns a classification within 24 
hours. Unlike application ratings, which can often perform incorrectly, 
our whitelist has been curated by our research team.

PC Matic promises 
that it won’t let any 

program run if it’s 
not on the whitelist, 

and it delivers on 
that promise.”

       - Neil Rubenking, PC Magazine 2017

PC Matic helps keep your computer safe.
Proactive Whitelist Technology:  Our whitelist has been 
tested with 99.99% good file accuracy and consistently 
blocks more unique and old threats than blacklists and 
heuristic detection. We already see less false positives than 
application control solutions, and are continuing to improve 
our accuracy.

Small Physical Footprint:  PC Matic has a small physical 
footprint, in our tests only 450 MB of storage space is used 
up on each computer with our software, less than almost all 
competitors.

Stop Ransomware in its tracks:  Ransomware is quickly 
becoming a global epidemic for businesses that rely on 
technology. Our proactive whitelist solution is the only 
solution to completely block ransomware before it can 
encrypt your data and cost you thousands.

Defeat Tech Support Scammers:  PC Matic now protects 
against the well known tech support scam. Infected websites 
host a intrusive pop up that will lock down your browser 
and implore you to call for support to fix a problem that 
doesn’t exist. Our customers can browse the web confidently, 
knowing PC Matic has their back. 
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SECURITY 
BATTLECARD

PC Matic’s whitelist keeps you 
more secure than other AV 

security who utilize blacklists 
and heuristic protection

Simple to install with a cloud 
scheduler, making it easy to 
setup with no hassles so you 

can focus on other things

PC Matic’s browser protection 
blocks intrusive ads, popups, 
and tech support scams from 

taking over your browser

Backed by independent lab 
tests, PC Matic has won the 
VB100 proactive detection 

record for two years in a row



“ “

PC Matic Versus Other Security Products

What Our Customer’s Have to Say...

For years I used multiple products to keep 
my PC’s free of malware, and still became 
infected. After 3 years of using PCMATIC I 
have been virus and malware free!” 

- Robert (Amazon customer)

I think I am in my third year using PC 
Matic, and tried all of the rest over the 
years and none of them even came close 
to protecting me like PC Matic does.”

- Bob Dillard (Facebook Review)

100% Made in the USA

Proprietary Global Whitelist

Patch Management

Performance Optimization

Ad Blocker

USA Based Support

Android & Mac Security

Low Cost with High 
Protection Scores

$50.00
5 Devices/yr

$79.99
3 Devices/yr

$89.99
5 Devices/yr

$89.99
5 Devices/yr

$89.99
5 Devices/yr

$59.99
3 Devices/yr

SECURITY 
BATTLECARD
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